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The past three years have been very frustrating times for 
local investors – and asset managers. Broadly, the market 
has gone sideways, with pockets of outperformance 
from selected shares for a period, but which all too often 
quickly fizzled out. In part, much of this can be blamed 
on the deteriorating local economy, and the fact that 
foreign investors abandoned Sa as the political situation 
deteriorated. In an effort to remain relevant and grow, 

many Sa corporates expanded overseas – one of the 
only options to diversify away from an increasingly toxic 
local environment. That expansion has come back to 
haunt many – as Sa sentiment has improved and the 
Rand has strengthened. The net result is that many of 
the quality shares that we have held for many years 
have failed to deliver the steady returns of the past. 
This has been frustrating, and is causing investors to 
question their portfolios. This issue aims to highlight a 
few of our more widely held investments, and show the 
performance over the past three years. Often, the trend is 
poor, but we do not believe that it implies that we should 
abandon some of our most respected companies. We 
share our clients’ frustrations, but remain committed to 
investing in high quality companies that have a proven 
track record.

A sIdewAys 
TreNd fOr 
3 yeArs
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Aspen
aspen has been a laggard since it peaked at more than 
R425 per share at the start of 2015. Unfortunately, it has 
not escaped the rumor mill that it would be the next victim 
of the notorious “Viceroy”. So far; nothing has materialized 
– the rumours have been just that - which might just create 
an opportunity. Emerging Market organic growth and market 
penetration remain the key focus areas of our medium term 
investment case. Despite positive signs of growth in asia 
pacific, driven by china market penetration in key therapeutic 
treatments and infant milk, and a turnaround in European 
thrombosis revenues, we believe that a few key stumbling 
blocks remain (i.e. an under pressure thrombosis portfolio 
and a stronger Rand.) However, we believe revenue growth 
will accelerate as the year progresses. aspen is the cheapest 
it has been since the Financial crisis, at the same time that 
profits should accelerate due to prior acquisitions. We believe 
it offers good value.  

AB Inbev
post its merger with SaBMiller, aB InBev produces 1 in 3 
beers sold globally. Its share price has weakened since the 
merger on fears that such a large deal would take time to 
digest. But the financial synergies are being realized and the 
company is aiming for total synergies of $3.2bn by October 
2020. Brazil and the US – its largest markets have been 
under pressure, but both are recovering, especially Brazil, 
where GDp growth is forecast to reach 3.5% this year. Future 
growth will come mainly from Africa, China, India and Brazil. 
aB InBev is already the most profitable brewer in china, 
where they offer a range of global and local brands. Further 
ahead, the company is making huge strides into the low-carb 
and low-alcohol market, in line with the rise of physically 
active & health conscious people. They are aiming for 20% 
global market share by 2025. The share has de-rated to a p/e 
of 23x and a yield of 4.4%. Together with a strong Rand, this 
is an attractive entry point for such a quality global business.

aB InBEV SHaRE pRIcE
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BHp BILLITOn SHaRE pRIcE
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BHP Billiton
BHp has returned a relatively flat performance over the past 
3 years, but has benefited from a global uptick in commodity 
prices of late and is well off its lows seen in early 2016. The 
disposal of its US shale gas assets, acquired in 2011, should 
be concluded within the next 9 months. This division has 
been a drag on earnings and cash flows and a dilution to the 
company’s conventional oil operations. Given the buoyant 
oil price and recent US tax cuts, BHp Billiton should achieve 
a decent sale price, which will reduce debt and strengthen 
the balance sheet. The base metals operations continue to 
produce healthy margins at current commodity prices and the 
miner’s low-cost, long-life operations and proximity to china 
give them a sustainable competitive advantage, allowing 
them to continue growing supply in a value-accretive way. 
post the sale of its gas assets, together with strong cash 
flows, dividends are expected to grow strongly.
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BidCorp
Bidcorp, unbundled from Bidvest in 2016, is the largest 
foodservice distributor outside the US, operating in the UK, 
Europe, australasia and various emerging markets. Growth 
prospects for the industry remain robust as does the rising 
trend of ordering-in via the internet. Online competition will 
struggle to replicate Bidcorp’s large product range and their 
ability to deliver perishables, which is a key competitive 
advantage. Bidcorp is highly cash generative and will continue 
to grow by acquisition over the medium term. Brexit, the 
economic recovery in australasia and exchange rate volatility 
are key risks (both positive and negative). Bidcorp’s strength 
lies in the depth and experience of its management teams 
who thrive in an entrepreneurial and decentralized business 
model. planned investments in new capacity, particularly in 
australia, has created some short-term share-price pressure 
along with the stronger Rand. Medium-term prospects remain 
exciting and we are happy to accumulate this quality company 
at these levels. 

AVI
South african retail sales numbers over the last few years 
have consistently shown how South africans keep on 
“refreshing their wardrobes” whilst also maintaining a stable 
shopping pattern when it comes to paying for a full grocery 
trolley. aVI has been the beneficiary of these habits despite 
consistent market commentary that the South african 
consumer is under financial pressure. aVI has reported the 
most consistent growth of all the food producers with a 14% 
caGR in operating profit over the past 10 years. We believe 
the company is exceptionally well managed, with best-in-
class operating margins and the highest returns. The range 
of brands remain healthy and appealing to a wide spectrum 
of consumers. Management raised the possibility of a further 
special dividend in 2019, given forecast debt levels should no 
acquisitions be found.  
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cOROnaTIOn FUnD ManaGERS SHaRE pRIcE
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Coronation fund Managers
In some respects, coronation was the victim of its own 
success. The firm, started in 1993, has grown to become 
one of the country’s largest asset managers. But given the 
relatively small size of the JSE, investment options dwindled. 
The company was forced to close many of their Sa-focused 
investment products to new investors. as one would expect, 
this has affected growth, but it has protected existing investors 
– which is arguably more important. To offset this limitation, 
the company has expanded overseas, and offers a wide 
range of global products, to both Sa and offshore investors. 
The fact that they are competing effectively with global asset 
managers (such as Blackrock and Schroders) highlights their 
competency. Weak markets and slower Sa growth impacted 
their profitability. But they are growing again, Sa products are 
open to new investors, and performance has been solid. We 
expect a good profit recovery, which will bolster the already 
attractive dividend yield of 6%. 
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eOH
Once a darling of the industry as a text-book example of 
acquisitive growth that delivered 25% compounded annual 
growth in revenues, the company has recently fallen from 
grace due to various factors: 1) 2017 Revenue growth was in 
line with expectations, but the weak economy and reputational 
damage resulted in margin pressure and a consequent decline 
in profits. This shocked the market, which had become used 
to strong growth. EOH confirmed that it had sacrificed margin 
to retain customers and acknowledged a poor performance 
by businesses operating in the public sector. But the outlook 
was promising given the change in politics. 2) corruption 
allegations surfaced last year. Most allegations have been 
refuted but they did acquire one company which was involved 
with the SapS fraud. This acquisition has been reversed. 
Whilst allegations have proved unfounded, the company has 
been poor to manage the public relations image. This has 
been raised by shareholders (including ourselves), and we 
hope for an improvement, which will improve their reputation. 

British American Tobacco
BaT is widely prevalent across our growth and balanced 
portfolios but has traded almost exactly sideways for the past 
three years - despite healthy dividend increases over the 
period and the conclusion of earnings enhancing acquisitions 
(Reynolds american). If one looks at the movement of the 
British pound versus the South african Rand over the same 
time frame, a similar pattern is evident. In fact, the Rand 
is almost 5% stronger against the pound over the 3-year 
period, and this naturally weighs on Sa shareholders due to 
the translation effect on both the share price and dividends 
received. In pound terms the share price started 2015 at £35 
and rose to almost £56 in June 2017, but has subsequently 
fallen back to £37. So the share has also gone sideways in 
the UK. Despite the frustrating trend, we continue to hold 
(and accumulate) as ratings are very attractive (pE 12.2x and 
dividend yield 5.5% for 2018). 
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Investec Australia Property (IAP) fund
Iap is an offshore property stock that we feel offers exposure 
to a growing economy with stable and attractive distributions, 
but which has disappointed with regard to share price 
performance. The Fund’s strategy of investing in well located, 
high quality assets (office, industrial and retail) in australia has 
resulted in another acquisition in 2018. Iap has purchased an 
industrial property with a gross lettable area of 14 500m2 just 
outside Melbourne.  Gearing remains comfortable at 37.6%, 
especially given its low average cost of debt at 3.71%. Once 
again it is a story of Rand strength over the past 3 years that 
has seen the share decline by 5% over the period. The share 
is now yielding 8.7% - for a company with hard currency 
earnings in a well-regulated economy. admittedly, Iap may 
not have as much potential upside as some local property 
funds if Sa improves. But the Fund is trading at near full 
occupancies (>98%) and is guiding for distribution growth of 
3-4%. It trades at a 15% discount to its net asset value, which 
should further underpin the price. 
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remgro
Remgro is considered to be one of the country’s “blue-est chip” 
companies, yet its performance has also been far from stellar 
over the past three years. Like so many other examples, it 
can be largely blamed on the weak economy and the strong 
Rand, which has depressed earnings from a number of its 
key investments. Thanks to various transactions, Mediclinic 
is the Group’s largest single investment. It has battled with 
weak patient volumes in SA, rising costs in Switzerland, and 
digesting the merger of al-noor in the Middle East. Evidence 
suggests that these issues are starting to recede. Their 
financial services investments have been a mixed bag – 
strong performance from FirstRand and Discovery, but offset 
by a weaker performance from MMI. Their other industrial 
interests span the Sa economy and will recover in line with 
an improving economy. So the future looks brighter, which 
should help Remgro to regain is lustre. . 

Growthpoint
Growthpoint is Sa’s largest listed property stock, with a 
diversified portfolio of 463 properties across South africa, the 
most renowned property being its 50% interest in the V&a 
Waterfront in cape Town. The company also has 56 properties 
in australia through its investment in Growthpoint properties 
australia and 39 properties in Romania and poland through 
its investment in London listed Globalworth Investments. 
Their latest distribution growth was +6.5% to 31 December 
2017 and the company has guided for the same rate of growth 
for June 2018. Commentary from the last set of results was 
that conditions in Sa were very challenging and that the half-
year to December was probably one of the toughest yet. The 
share price has gained 7% over the past 3 years, despite the 
challenges faced. We view this as a solid outcome and one 
which underpins their claim to be one of the leading property 
investments in Sa. 
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standard Bank
For many years, Standard Bank has been a frustrating 
company. Despite so much potential, the share price drifted 
sideways as every result was tainted with a “once-off” issue 
such as fraud, currency volatility in their offshore operations, 
or excessive bad debts in far flung areas of the world. But the 
Bank has returned to its roots of being an african champion, 
and patient shareholders are finally being rewarded with 
superior share price appreciation. Having bottomed at R100 
in December 2015 after Minister nene was fired, the Bank 
has recovered well, and is now trading at record highs – which 
shows that quality companies usually fulfill their potential 
if given time. Banks in general have performed well since 
Ramaphosa’s election, but we fear that much good news 
is anticipated and it will take time for our economy to gain 
traction. That might imply a period of consolidation, but the 
Bank remains well positioned to finally deliver on its potential. 
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Vodacom
Vodacom operates in SA, Tanzania, DRC, Mozambique, and 
Lesotho. Last year, Vodafone (UK based and Vodacom’s 
ultimate shareholder) swapped their stake in Kenya’s 
Safaricom for additional Vodacom shares – expanding 
Vodacom’s reach further into eastern africa. The share price 
came under pressure as Vodacom issued new shares for the 
acquisition, which were then subsequently sold by Vodafone to 
meet regulatory requirements. But the Safaricom acquisition 
has provided the company with access to high growth products 
such as M-pesa, the money transfer application, which 
Vodacom plans to launch in their other territories. Locally, a 
key challenge is gaining more radio spectrum so that they 
can expand their network – a regulatory issue that IcaSa 
has been procrastinating about for years. nonetheless, the 
shares offer a combination of good earnings visibility and a 
strong competitive position over the next few years. Vodacom 
also offers a relatively safe dividend yield (5.4%), a high pay-
out ratio and trades at a pE of 16.5x.

sasol
Sasol has been trading in a broad range of R350-R500 for the 
past 3 years, however with the significant “bet the farm” $11 
billion Lake charles chemicals project (Lccp) in Louisiana 
now 85% complete and due to be commissioned towards the 
end of 2018, we should finally see some of the value being 
realized and an outperformance of its peers. This expansion 
has weighed on the share due to its size, and the pressure 
that it has created for Sasol’s balance sheet. Debt has risen 
as the project has progressed. But a change in cEO saw a 
huge readjustment of the cost base that will fuel efficiencies. 
Furthermore, the Lccp is a low-cost project with a strong 
competitive advantage, that also reduces Sasol’s future 
sensitivity to both the Sa economy and the Rand exchange 
rate. Once Lccp is up and running, we expect debt to be paid 
off quickly, which will give Sasol flexibility to vastly improve 
dividends. In the meantime, Sasol is enjoying a higher oil 
price, which will boost near term profits and cash flow. 
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Our Harvard House short term in-
surance clients often comment 
on their lack of confidence for In-
surance companies to pay the 
“full” value of a car during a claim 
where total loss has been incurred. 
The following information provides 
some interesting results regarding 
relationships between drivers and 
their cars. It also identifies a prod-
uct enhancement option to address 
concerns when vehicle “write -off” 
occurs in respect of the claim value 
payable.

a national client survey by Santam, South africa’s larg-
est general insurer, has revealed interesting and surpris-
ing attitudes of drivers towards their vehicles, including 
emotional attachment and feelings of despondency if 
dispossessed of their much-loved cars.
 
according to the survey, almost two-thirds of respon-
dents consider themselves to be “very or extremely 
attached” to their vehicle, and four in ten drivers have 
given their vehicle a name, meaning they have a very 
personal and somewhat emotional relationship with their 
cars. Over one-third (37%) indicated they would be “un-
able to function” without it, when it comes to the pros-
pect of losing their vehicle, either as a result of a theft or 
write-off.
 
The survey was sent to a sample of more than 1 900 
South african car owners with insurance policies. asked 
how they would cope if their car was written off or stolen, 
40% of respondents indicated that they were in a posi-
tion to purchase another vehicle, whereas 37% would 
not be able to go about their normal daily lives.
 
Mokaedi Dilotsotlhe, Santam’s Chief Marketing Officer, 
said the national survey was commissioned as a means 
to better understand driver behaviours. This allows the 
company to offer a variety of appropriate insurance 
products that cater to the most pressing needs of clients.
 
“South africans have a love affair with their cars and 

breaking this connection has ramifications for car own-
ers, emotionally and financially. Where the car-owner 
relationship becomes most apparent is when a vehicle 
is lost forever,” Dilotsotlhe said.
 
“In the case of car insurance, we have responded to this 
by introducing a product that removes any uncertainty 
around what clients can expect as compensation during 
a total vehicle loss,” he added.
 
Dilotsotlhe further added that this will ultimately improve 
clients’ experience as it guarantees that when a vehicle 
has been deemed uneconomical to repair, or if it is sto-
len, the client will be certain about what their compen-
sation will be. This will ensure the continuation of the 
relationship between owners and their vehicles.
 
“This enables us to demonstrate our brand promise and 
claims philosophy – insurance good and proper – elimi-
nating uncertainty following a traumatic incident like a 
theft or write-off,” he said.
 
The survey further showed that when asked whether 
they knew the current monetary value of their vehicle, 
nearly half (45%) did not know this amount, even though 
the majority (58%) of the participants had read their in-
surance policy in the last six months. an impressive 81% 
of respondents were aware of what their insurance cov-
ers.
 
However, when it came to the settlement car owners 
would be willing to receive if their vehicle was stolen, 
nearly half (48%) expected the full amount for which the 
vehicle was insured. Other settlement amounts that driv-
ers would be willing to receive were “the market value 
the car was insured for (29%) and “a similar ‘replace-
ment vehicle’” (23%). nearly half of car owners (44%) 
do not let anyone else drive their vehicles, and for those 
who do, generally a spouse or partner is allowed to drive 
their vehicle (48%).
 
a majority (68%) of respondents considered their vehi-
cle to be an asset, placing a high degree of value upon it 
with 45% being the sole driver. among those surveyed, 
39% indicated they own their car outright, and of those 
paying off a vehicle, the average monthly payment was 
between R3 000 and R5 000.

The above vehicle value guarantee product enhance-
ment is available effective 1st april 2018 and our Harvard 
House clients who are insured by Santam are welcome 
to contact our office should any additional information 
be required.

sHOrT TerM 
INsUrANCe: 
we Are IN lOVe 
wITH OUr CArs

Mark
Wheatley
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disclaimer:
The information contained in this newsletter comes from sources believed to be reliable, but Harvard House Investment Management 
(pty) Ltd , Harvard House Financial Services Trust, Harvard House Insurance Brokers and Harvard House, chartered accountants 
(collectively known as the Harvard House Group), do not warrant its completeness or accuracy.  Opinions, estimates and assumptions 
constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  past performance is not indicative of future 
results.  This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. any investor who 
wishes to invest with the Company should seek additional advice from an authorized representative of the firm. The Company accepts 
no liability whatsoever for any loss or damages whatsoever and howsoever incurred, or suffered, resulting, or arising, from the use of 
this newsletter. The contents of this newsletter does not constitute advice as contemplated in the Financial advisory and Intermediary 
Services act (FaIS) of 2002.
 
The Harvard House unit trusts are registered under the Boutique collective Investments.  custodian: Standard Executors & Trustees:  
Tel (021) 007-1500.  collective Investments are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participating interests may go 
down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and 
can engage in script lending.  Forward pricing is used. commission and incentives may be paid and if so, are included in the overall cost.  
This fund may be closed to new investors.  collective Investment  prices are calculated on a net asset Value basis and auditor’s fees, 
bank charges, trustee and RSc levies are levied against the portfolio. The portfolio manager may borrow up to 10% of portfolio naV to 
bridge insufficient liquidity.   Boutique collective Investments is a member of aSISa and is an authorised Financial Services provider.  
Should you have any further queries or complaints regarding the suite of units trusts offered by The Harvard House Group please 
contact:  Boutique Collective Investments Call Centre, Tel: (021) 007-1500, Email:  clientservices@bcis.co.za.  For your information, the 
FaIS ombudsman provides an independent and objective advisory service.  Should you not be satisfied with the outcome of a complaint 
handled by Boutique collective Investments, please write to, The Ombudsman, pO Box 74571, Lynnwoodridge, 0040.  Telephone (012) 
470 9080/99.  Fax (012) 348 3447.  Email:  info@faisombud.co.za
 
Harvard House Investment Management (pty) Ltd*, Licence no: 675   Harvard House Insurance Brokers*, License no.  44138 
 
Harvard House Financial Services Trust*, Licence no: 7758  * authorised financial service providers in terms of FaIS (2002)

For more information on the range of products and 
services offered by Harvard House Investment 
Management and its associated companies (including 
Harvard House, chartered accountants), or for any 
financial advice, please contact the Company at:

HArVArd HOUse GrOUP
G 3 Harvard Street, Howick, 3290, South africa

+ p.O. Box 235, Howick, 3290, South africa

( +27 (0) 33 330 2164

7 +27 (0) 33 330 2617

@ admin@hhgroup.co.za

W www.hhgroup.co.za

ContaCt Details:

Much can change in the market in one month, let alone 
six months. Since our Outlook seminar in December, 
we have had significant political change, a shift in 
growth expectations, and yet at the same time, a 
significant increase in volatility due to widespread 
mistrust of a number of management teams. at our next 
Insight Seminar, we will review the performance of the 
market, and the outlook for the remainder of the year.   

please RSVp to clare Mitchell on 033 3302164 or 
clarem@hhgroup.co.za.

NATAl MIdlANds
Topic: Updating our Market Outlook
Date: 29th of May 2018
Venue: Fernhill Hotel

Midmar / Tweedie  Road
(almost opposite entrance to 
Midmar

Morning Time: 10am for 10.30am
Evening Time: 5.30pm for 6pm

JOHANNesBUrG
Topic: Updating our Market Outlook
Date: 24th of May 2018
Venue: Rosebank Union church, cnr 

William nichol and St andrews 
Road, Hurlingham

Evening Time: 7am for 7.30am


